
Nursery Phonics Home Learning  

Week 2- 11.01.2021 
 

Monday  

 

 

Listening Focus:  

 

Recap how we used our listening ears last week. You could use your listening ears every Monday to 

complete the listening activity.  

 

Play the game ‘I hear with my little ear’. Take it in turns to imitate the sound of something and guess 

what makes this sound. You could imitate the sounds of things found around your house like a clock or 

telephone. You could even make sounds of animals.     

Tuesday 

   

Sound (phoneme) of the week: s 

 

Recap good listening. Learn the sound (phoneme) of the week ‘s’. Watch the jolly jingle for ‘s’ on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvAYUvQUrGo  you will also find other phonemes on here which 

you can sing daily. Say the phoneme and use your hand to make a snake movement. Can you think of 

words that begin with s? Can you have a go at writing the letter s- there is a letter formation sheet 

to help you.        

 

Wednesday  

 

 

Nursery Rhyme Focus:  

 

Warm up your mouth ready for singing. Can you make different mouth movements? Blow, whistle, click 

and make a snake sound. Today’s nursery rhyme is twinkle twinkle little star. Please use the nursery 

rhyme words to help you. Have a go at singing your favourite nursery rhymes. Do you notice some 

words that rhyme?      

Thursday  Rhythm and Rhyme Focus: Please see the tips sheet on teaching children about rhyming words.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvAYUvQUrGo


 

 

 

Play rhyming match. Cut up the rhyming pictures and take it in turns to choose two pictures and name 

them. Do they rhyme? Together sort the pictures into rhyming strings such as dog, frog and cog. Can 

you think of any more words that rhyme? Can you use your listening ears to listen to the first sound 

(phoneme) in the word eg cat begins with ‘c’.   

Friday  

 
 

Mark Making Focus:  

 

Recap how to hold a pencil. Please use the warm up activities to stretch your fingers before you grip 

your pencil. Today you are going to draw different space patterns. Please use the sheet provided and 

copy the patterns. Now use the patterns to draw a space rocket eg use circle shapes to draw a window 

on your rocket. Can you write your name on your picture?       
 


